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1. Introduction. Professor E. M. Stein suggested that many of the results in [3]

would have analogues in the theory of Hermite and Laguerre expansions. As is

shown in this paper this is indeed the case for theorems concerning the convergence

of "Poisson integrals". The principal result is that the Poisson integrals in these

cases are majorized by suitable Hardy maximal functions. This implies standard

V results and the convergence almost everywhere to the original function.

As it turned out, a strict imitation of the methods in [3] to prove convergence

almost everywhere would have produced prohibitively long and involved proofs.

To avoid this, a theorem proved by Natanson, [4, p. 16], is generalized in §2; this

would be equally useful for simplifying proofs in [3] and elsewhere. It states that the

integral of a product of two functions is less than an appropriate Hardy maximal

function of the first function at a point if the second function is monotone decreas-

ing above this point, monotone increasing below this point and has integral one.

This permits an easy estimation of integrals that in the classical Fourier series case

are convolutions but in the generalizations have variable kernels.

The obvious Poisson integral for a function f(y) with Hermite expansion

2 anHn(y) is the function g(r, y) with Hermite expansion 2 rnanHn(y), 0 S r < 1.

Merely defining g to be the sum of this series is unsatisfactory since, as observed in

§3, the series may diverge for some values of r less than 1. An integral definition is

more satisfactory since it is usable even for functions in Fx(exp ( — y2)) that have no

Hermite expansion. In §3 it is shown that this Poisson integral is maximized by a

suitable Hardy maximal function and that it converges almost everywhere as

r approaches 1 ". The usual estimates concerning the norm of supr_! g(r, y) are also

proved for/eFp(exp ( —y2)), p>l. All these results are a fairly straightforward

application of the general theorem in §2. An alternate Poisson integral, f(x, y), is

also mentioned. If f(y) has the Hermite expansion given above, f(x, y) is the

function which for fixed x>0 has the expansion 2 on exp [ — (2n)ll2x]Hn(y). The

theorems proved for g are immediately applicable to this since there is a simple

relation between it and g. Like the ordinary Poisson integral, f(x, y) satisfies a sec-

ond order elliptic differential equation. In fact, fn(x, y)+f22(x, y) — 2yf2(x, y) = 0.

This makes f(x, y) a more reasonable Poisson integral and makes it possible to
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define conjugate functions for Hermite expansions. These conjugate functions will

be treated in another paper.

For the Laguerre case, if f(y) has the expansion 2 onLl(y), the first Poisson

integral considered is the function g(r,y) with Laguerre expansion *Z-rnanLl(y).

Again an integral definition is used and the same sorts of theorems are proved in

§4 as in §3 for the Hermite case. The formulas are more complicated because they

contain Bessel functions, but the principles of §2 still apply. Again, an alternate

Poisson integral,/(x, y), is defined. If'f(y) has the Laguerre expansion given above,

f(x, y) is the function which for fixed x > 0 has the expansion 2 an exp ( — \/nx)Ll(y).

Then, fn(x,y)+yf22(x, y) + (a+1-y)f2(x,y)=0. As before this makes f(x, y)

a more reasonable Poisson integral and makes it possible to define conjugate

functions for Laguerre expansions.

2. A majorization theorem. For this section there will be assumed given a fixed

interval / and an absolutely continuous finite measure, p, on /. As usual the

symbol ||/||p will be used for

(¡¡\f(y)\"dp(y)yP,       l£p<co,

and II/! M will be ess sup |/|. Given a function/(v) in L1(dp), it is appropriate to

consider the analogue of the Hardy maximal function, f*(y), defined by

(2.1) f*(y)=    sup    (f l/OOI^MjO/f^Cv),-
y #z;y,zel \Jy /  Jy /

Lemma 2 on p. 28 of [3] then has the following generalization.

Lemma 1. Ifp. is an absolutely continuous finite measure on an interval I andf(y)

isinL1(dp), thenf*(y) is finite for almost every y. For any a>0, let Ea = {y\f*(y)>a}.

Then p.(Ea) g (2/a) ], \f\ dp.. If in addition feV(dp.), 1 </»^oo, íAe« f*eW(dp.)

and\\f*\,<AP\f\p.

The proof of this is an exact repetition of the one given for Lemma 2 in [3].

The main theorem of this section, a generalization of a result in [4, p. 16], can

now be stated.

Theorem 1. Ifp. is an absolutely continuous measure on an interval I,f and g are in

V-(dp), and g(z) is nonnegative, monotone increasing for z^y and monotone de-

creasing for z^y, then \¡¡fg dp.\ Ú ||g||i/*(.y).

Let xe denote the characteristic function of the set F. If g is a simple function,

then except possibly for a finite number of points it can be written in the form

2 aíX[!/.z¡] + 2 bjXixhy] where the at and b¡ are positive. Substituting this for g shows

that

(2.2) I f fg dp. I ú 2 a^y> zi])f*(y)+2 Ml** d)/*^)
I Jz I        i i

since for an interval / with one end at y, \¡,fdp.\ ¿p.(J)f*(y). The right side of

(2.2), however, is just ||g||i/*(>'). For the general case choose a monotone increasing
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sequence of nonnegative simple functions, gn, which are monotone increasing for

zSy, monotone decreasing for z^y and converge to g pointwise. Then using the

result just proved and the monotone convergence theorem twice gives

¡figdp   S f \fig\ dp = hm f \f\gndp S hm/*(v)|knl|i = /*tv)llsl|i.

This leads to the following corollaries that are the form in which this theorem

will be used.

Corollary 1. Let p be an absolutely continuous finite measure on an interval I.

Let L(y, z) be a nonnegative function, monotone increasing in z for zSy, monotone

decreasing in z for z^y, and ¡,L(y, z) dp(z)SB where B is independent of y. Let

f(z) be in L\dp) andg(y) = ¡,L(y, z)f(z) dp(z). Then \g(y)\SBf*(y) and

K{y 11*001 > a}) s ™ Jf l/l dp.

Furthermore, iffeLp(dp), then \\g\\pSBAp\\f\\p where Ap depends only on p.

The first conclusion is just Theorem 1, and the rest are immediate consequences

of Lemma 1.

Unfortunately, the kernels to be considered usually do not have the desired

monotonicity properties. The following modification then is usually the most

useful.

Corollary 2. Let p, L, B and f satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 1 and

\K(y, z)\ SL(y, z). Then the conclusions of Corollary 1 are valid for the function

h(y) = ¡!K(y,z)f(z)dp(z).

This follows from the facts that |/|* is the same as/* and

h(y) Ú [ \K(y, z)\ \f(z)\ dp(z) S ¡Liy, z)\f(z)\ dp(z).

3. Poisson integrals for Hermite expansions. If/(y) is in Fx(exp ( — y2)), define

its Poisson integral, g(r, -y), for 0 S r < 1 by

(3.1) g(r,y)= f  P(r,y,z)f(z)exp(-z2)dz
J — 00

where

rnHn(y)Hn(z)
(3.2) P(r, y,z) = 2[

TTli22nn\

The definition of the «th Hermite polynomial, Hn, used here will be the one used in

[*]. As shown in [2, p. 192], F may also be written as

/ — /-2y2 -f- 2ryz_r2z2\
(3.3) P(r, y, z) = ^^ _r2)W exp ^-—f^-)•
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It should be noted that for a fixed y and r the maximum value of P(r, y, z) is

exp (y2)l(Tr(l-r2)y12. Consequently, g(r, y) exists for every f(y) in L1(exp (-y2))

whether or not it has a Hermite expansion. The relationship between various

possible definitions of g is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Iff(y) has the Hermite expansion 2 anHn(y), then for each r,0^r<l,

g(r,y) has the Hermite expansion ~2 rnanHn(y). Iff(y) is in F2(exp (—y2)), then

2 rnanHn(y) converges absolutely to g(r, y) almost everywhere. For every p, 1 ̂ /» < 2,

there exists a function f(y) in Fp(exp (—y2)) and an r< 1 such that 2 rnanHn(y) di-

verges for every y.

Here and hereafter let C denote a constant not necessarily the same at each

occurrence. For a fixed z, by [6, p. 198 (8.22.8)],

(3.4) \Hn(z)\ Ú C«!/r(i« + l).

By Holder's inequality

\Hn(y)Hk(y)\exp(-y2)dy ^ ||//„(v)||2|//fc(v)||2
- CO

where || || denotes the norm with weight function exp(—y2). Combining these

facts, the value of ||Hn(y)|||=7r1/22n«! from [6, p. 104 (5.5.1)], and Stirling's

formula then gives for a fixed z the fact that

(3.5) J"^ -^, \Hn(y)Hk(y)Hn(z)\ exp (-/) dy Ú Cr"\\Hk(y)\\2.

This and the dominated convergence theorem justify integrating the right side of

(3.2) multiplied by Hk(y) term by term. This produces

(3.6) T  P(r,y,z)Hk(y)exp(-y2)dy = r*Hk(z)
J - CO

provided that \r\ < 1. That

I*"  g(r, y)Hn(y) exp (-y2) dy = ^'22nnlanrn,
J — CO

is obtained by substituting (3.1) into the left side, interchanging the order of inte-

gration and using (3.6). This completes the first part of the lemma.

To prove the second part, observe that by use of Holder's inequality, \an\

á WHnhWfhl^12 2nnl. Using (3.4) and Stirling's formula then shows that anHn(y)

is a bounded sequence for each y. Therefore, 2 r"anF/n(j>) must converge for every

y if 0 ̂  z* < 1. Since by standard L2 theory it must converge to g(r, y) in norm, its

pointwise limit is also g(r, y) almost everywhere.

For the third part use is made of an example of Pollard in [5, p. 366]. He showed

that given any p<2, there is a function in Fp(exp (—y2)) such that

lim sup (lo.tf.OOl)1'»
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is a fixed number greater than 1 for every y. For r sufficiently close to 1, then, the

series expansion for g diverges for every y.

To apply Corollary 2 to g(r, y) the following lemma is needed.

Lemma 3. Let L(r, y, z) equal P(r, y, y/r) for ySzSy/r and equal P(r, y, z) for z

elsewhere. Then for each r, 0Sr<l, L(r, y, z) is monotone increasing in z for zSy,

monotone decreasing for z^y and /"„ L(r, y, z) exp (—z2) dzS3.

Simple calculus shows that P(r, y, z) is monotone increasing in z for zSy/r and

monotone decreasing in z for z^y/r. This immediately gives the desired mono-

tonicity properties for L. Setting k=0 in (3.6) and using the fact that P(r, y, z) is

symmetric in y and z gives

(3.7) f"  P(r,y,z)exp(-z2)az=l.
J — 00

Because of this and the fact that P(r, y, y/r) = exp (y2)/(Tr(l —r2))112, the integral

inequality may be proved by showing that

I rylr
(3.8) expty^/Ml-r2))1'2 exp(-z2)oz

I Jy
S 2.

It is sufficient to consider only j^O; the proof of (3.8) will be split into 3 cases.

Case 1. If rä(l + y2)/(2+y2), the integral in (3.8) is less than (y/r-y) exp (-y2)

and the product is less than

ZÍLzLL— < 2y(l-r)1/2
r(l+r)ll2=   n       '

since r^ 1/2. Then 2y(l-r)1/2^2y/(2 + y2)1/2á2.

Case 2. If r < (1 + y2)/(2+y2) and y < 1, then integral is less than |\Zv and r < 2/3.

The product then is less than e/2(5/9)1/2 S 2.

Case 3. If r<(l + v2)/(2+v2) and y ä 1, the integral is less than

k = oJy + kly (c = o y s(l     c     )

The product then is less than

1 < 2(2+y2)1'2

TTll2y(l-e-2)(l-r)112 =        3y

The main theorem about Poisson integrals for Hermite expansions may now be

stated.

Theorem 2. Let fie Fp(exp ( — y2)), lSpè<x>, let g(r, y) denote its Poisson integral

(3.1), andf*(y) the function (2.1) with dp(y)=e~y2dy and 1= ( - oo, oo). Then if

OSr<l,
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(a) \g(r,y)\úV*(y),

(b) \\g(r,y)\\pú\\f(y)\\v, lúpulo,

(c) \\g(r, jO-/Cv)Ip -*0 os r-> l-Zö»-1 üp<oo,
(d) lim^i- g(r,y)=f(y) almost everywhere, 1 ̂ /»áoo,

(e) ||supr<1g(r,jz)||,á^||/||p, l<páco.

Part (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Corollary 2. Part (e)

follows from part (a) and Lemma 1. Part (b) is proved using (3.7) in the same way

that part (a) of Theorem 2, p. 31 of [3] was proved.

To prove parts (c) and (d), consider the linear space, S, of continuous functions

with compact support on (-oo, co). Then given an/g S and an e>0, P(r,y,z)

converges uniformly to 0 as r -> 1 ~ for \y—z\>e and z in the support off. This is

clear if F is written in the form

_!_exp i-[r(y-z)-z(l-r)]2       \
(TT(l-r2)yl2eXp\ l-r2 +Z j

since for 0 á (1 - r) < er¡2 max z, F is less than

1 / -rV   , 2\
Mi-o)^cxpl4(r^)+maxz)-

Because of (3.7), g(r, y) converges to f(y) if fe S and (c) and (d) follow for this

case.

For the general case, (c) and (d) are proved in the same way as parts (b) and (c) of

Theorem 2, p. 31 of [3] are proved from their special case. Here, use is made of

(3.7) and the results proved above for 5.

It is now a simple matter to treat the alternate Poisson integral/(x, y) mentioned

in the introduction. The formula

^ = f^eXpÖ)exp(-aV)iÄ/

obtained from [1, p. 38] with a correction will be used. Making the substitutions

a = (2ny2x and u=(-%log r)1,2/x produces

(3.9) f  T(x, r)rn dr = exp [-(2«)1/2x]
Jo

where

x exp (x2/2 log r)
(3.10) T(x,r) =

(2Try,2r(-logr)3

Since f(x,y) is supposed to have the expansion 2 an exP [ — (2n)ll2x]Hn(y), it is

clear that/(x, y) should be defined by

(3.11) f(x, y) = f T(x, r)g(r, y)dr=T   (f T(x, r)P(r, y, z) dr)f(z) exp ( - z2) dz
JO J -oo  \Jo I
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for x > 0. For every y for which/*( y) is finite, g(r, y) is a bounded function of r by

part (a) of Theorem 2. F is nonnegative and

(3.12) Í  T(x,r)dr= 1

as shown by (3.9) with «=0. Therefore, for every x,f(x, y) will be defined for almost

every v provided/is in F*(exp ( — y2)). The facts about/(x, y) may be summarized

as follows.

Corollary 3. Iff(y) has Hermite expansion J,anHn(y), then for each x>0,

f(x,y) has the Hermite expansion ~2exp[-(2n)ll2x]anHn(y). If f(y) is in

F2(exp (-y2)), then 2 exp [-(2n)ll2x]anHn(y) converges absolutely tof(x,y). The

conclusions of Theorem 2 are valid ifg(r, y) is replaced byf(x, y), r -> 1 ~ by x -> 0+

and 0 S r < 1 by x > 0. Furthermore fn(x, y) +f22(x, y)—2yf2(x, y)=0.

The first statement is proved in the same way as the first part of Lemma 2 by

interchanging orders of integration. The second part is proved as it was in Lemma 2

from the boundedness of anHn(y) for a fixed y. This boundedness and the differ-

ential equation for Hermite polynomials proves the given differential equation for

f(x, y) iffi(y) is in L2. This implies the differential equation for the kernel in (3.11),

and therefore for any fi(x, y). Differentiating under the integral sign is justified by

showing that the derivatives of the kernel are bounded in z for x and y in a suitable

neighborhood of (x0, y0). This is easily done by estimating the maximum in z of the

derivatives of T(x, r)P(r, y, z) and integrating with respect to r.

For the analogy to Theorem 2, parts (a), (b) and (e) are proved from the corre-

sponding parts of Theorem 2 by use of Minkowski's integral inequality and (3.12).

Parts (c) and (d) follow from the corresponding parts of Theorem 2 by use of (3.12)

and the fact that for fixed r, T(x, r) -> 0 as x -> 0+.

4. Poisson integrals for Laguerre expansions. If f(y) is in L1(ya exp (—y)),

a> — 1, define its Poisson integral, g(r, y), for 0Sr< 1 by

(4.1) g(r,y)

where

(4.2) K(r,y,z)

Again, the definition of the «th Laguerre polynomial, LI, used here will be the one

used in [6]. As stated in [6, p. 101], AT may also be written as

(4.3, *(„,2) = <Z^e5p(^),.(K^

= j" K(r, y, z)f(z)za exp (-z)dz

= 2rnLl(y)Ll(z)JY(a + ï)iÇ+nay

where Ja is the standard Bessel function.
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Using the expression for a Bessel function with an imaginary argument, (2),

p. 77 of [7], the asymptotic expression (2), p. 203 of [7] and the monotonicity of

these functions shows that there are positive constants c and C depending only on a

such that

cwa S i~aJa(iw) < Cwa Ogwál;

(4.4)
cw~ll2ew S i~"Ja(iw) S Cw~ll2ew       1 S w.

Using (4.4) in (4.3), it is clear that there exist positive constants c and C depending

only on a such that

(4.5) cH(r, y, z) S K(r, y, z) S CH(r, y, z)

where

4ry
(4.6)

H(r,y, z) = (l-r)-"-1 exp (   r^z))

(

(4ryz)-g/2-1/4        l-ry + 2(ryz)ll2-rz\ (1-/Q2

e(l-r)1'2    exp\ 1-r / 4ry
<

For a fixed y, r and a, H is a bounded function of z. Therefore, as in the Hermite

case, g(r, y) exists for every/(y) in L1(yae~y) whether or not it has a Laguerre

expansion. The relationship between various possible definitions of g is given in the

following Laguerre version of Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. Ifif(y) has the Laguerre expansion 2 anL%(y), then for each r,0Sr<l,

g(r, y) has the Laguerre expansion 2 rnanL%(y). Iffi(y) is in L2(yae'y), then

2 rnanL&y)

converges absolutely to g(r, y) almost everywhere. For every p, lSp<2, there exists

a function f(y) in Lp(ye~y) and an r < 1 such that 2 rnanLl(y) diverges for every y.

For a fixed a and z, by [6, p. 197 (8.22.6)], \Lan(z)\ SCn"12-11*. Then using

(5.7.16), p. 109 of [6], produces the analogy to (3.5). The reasoning of Lemma 2 then

produces

(4.7) J" K(r, y, z)Lan(y)e-yy" dy = r*L*(z).

The proof of the first two parts of Lemma 4 then is the same as the proof for the

first two parts of Lemma 2. The last part is proved in the same way as for Lemma 2,

using the example sketched by Pollard on p. 367 of [5].

To prove the main theorem of this section the following lemma is needed.

Lemma 5. There is a function, L(r, y, z), such that for each r, 0Sr< 1, L(r, y, z)

is monotone increasing in z for zSy, monotone decreasing for z^y and H(r,y, z)

SL(r, y, z). Furthermore, there is a constant C independent of r and y such that

\lL(r,y,z)e-*z«dzSC.
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Define L(r, y, z) for each z to be the largest of H(r, y, z) and any maximums of

H(r, y, t) that occur for t on the opposite side of z from y. Then L clearly has the

desired monotonicity properties and it remains to prove the boundedness of the

integral.

Putting «=0 in (4.7) and using the fact that K(r, y, z) is symmetric in y and z

gives

(4.8) P K(r,y,z)e'zzadz= 1.

Using (4.5) then there is a constant C such that

(4.9) I"" H(r, y, z)e~zza dz g C.
Jo

Following the method of proof of Lemma 3, it will be necessary to consider for a

fixed r and y the values mx, m2,... of z for which H(r, y, z) takes on a maximum.

With this notation it is clear that

(4.10) C L(r, y, z)e~zza dz è P H(r, y, z)e~zza dz+^ H(r, y, mf)   P'rYife
Jo Jo il Jy

Since (4.9) gives a bound for the first term on the right side of (4.10), it will be

sufficient to show that the sum in (4.10) is also bounded.

By inspection of (4.6), it is clear that one maximum of H will occur at z=0. In

this case

(4.11) H(r, y, 0) f e~zza dz = (l-r)"«"1 exp [0\ f e~zza dz.

If r^\, using the fact that the integral is less than ya+1/(a+1) shows that (4.11) is

less than

+ 1 \l-r)

depending

the integral is less than r(a+l) is sufficient.

No other maximum can occur for 0 g z < (1 — r)2/4ry since H is decreasing in this

interval. It can be easily verified that H is continuous at z = (l-r)2/4ry; therefore,

this can not be a maximum. If z>(l— r)2/4ry, then

8H _ -rz + (ryzy,2-(a/2+l/4)(l-r)        t-ry + 2(ryz)lt2-rz\

8z ez(l-r)3l2(4ryz)al2 + lli CXp \ l-r j'

This will equal 0 if

Vy± (y-(l -r)(2a+l)y2
Vz-Wr

By observing the algebraic sign of 8H/8z it is clear that if there exists anm^O such

that H has a relative maximum at z=m, then

(4.12) Vy+(y-(l-r)(2a+l)y^

2y/r

a+Ul_r,      exPi_r

which is less than a constant depending only on a. If r< 1/2, using the fact that
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As mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph it is also true that

(4.13) m > (l-r)2/4ry.

If such a maximum occurred for y<(l-r)/3, by (4.12) and the fact that a > — 1,

m would be less than 3(1 — r)/4r and (4.13) would produce a contradiction. There-

fore, if m exists

(4.14) f»è(l-r)/3.

Using (4.14) and the fact that a> -1 on (4.12) then shows that

(4.15) y/4r Ú m -¿ 9y/4r.

Now let C denote a constant depending only on a but not necessarily the same at

each occurrence. Using (4.15) in the nonexponential part of (4.6) shows that part

is bounded by C/ytt + ll2(l—r)112 when z = m. The maximum value of the exponential

part is ev and occurs at z=y/r. Combining these two bounds shows that

(4.16) L(r, y, m) è Cey/ya + ll2(l-r)112.

An estimate is also needed for \m-y/r\. This may be written as

Wm + (y/ryl2\ \Vm-(y/r)ll2\

and by (4.15) the first part is bounded by (S/2)(y/r)112. Using (4.12), the second part

equals

Vy-(y-(l-r)(2a+l))

2y/r

Combining these facts gives

(4.17) \m-y/r\ <, C(i-r)/r.

Now

(4.18) \y/r-y\ = (l-r)y/r.

Combining (4.17) and (4.18) then gives

(4.19) \y-m\u C(l-z-)(>>+l)/z-.

To complete the proof of Lemma 5 it is sufficient to show that

I    cm
e~zzadz

Jy

is less than a constant depending only on a whenever m exists. This will be done in

three cases as indicated.

Case 1 : m<y. Since the left side of (4.17) is greater than the left side of (4.18),

y^C. By (4.15) m>y/4 and since y/4r^y, r^ 1/4. Then using (4.16), (4.20) is less

than Cya\m-y\/ya+ll2(l-ry12. Using (4.14) and (4.19) gives the desired bound.

_(l-zQ|2«+l|_      (l-r)|2a+l|

2V^+(^-(l-*«+l))1,2]=      2(ryy<2
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Case 2: m^y and y(l -r)< 1/8. In this case rS 1/4 is impossible since this would

imply y^ 1/4 by (4.14) and this would make y(l —F)^3/16. Therefore, r> 1/4. Then

using (4.15), m<9y and J"™ e~zza dzSC\m-y\e~yya. Then using (4.16) and (4.19),

(4.20) is less than

c\m-y\   ^A,.,,  ..vcLmA\=*r\íCJod-íf+jy)   )•Cv(l-F))1'2

The first term is bounded by the conditions of this case ; the second is bounded by

(4.14).
Case 3: m^y and y(l-F)^l/8. Then y^l/8 and j™ e~*za dzSCe~yya. This

and (4.16) complete this case.

It is now simple to prove the main theorem concerning Poisson integrals for

Laguerre expansions.

Theorem 3. Let feLP(e~yya) on [0, co) where lSpS^> and a> -1. Let g(r, y)

denote its Poisson integral (4.1), andf*(y) the function (2.1) with dp(y) = e~yya dy

and 1= [0, oo). Then ifOSr<l, there exists a constant C depending only on a and a

constant Ap depending only on a andp such that:

(a) \g(r,y)\SCf*(y),

(b) \\g(r,y)lS\\f(y)l,lSpSK,
(c) II g(r, y) -/( v) ||p -> 0 as r -* 1 " for 1 Sp < co,

(d) limr-i- g(r,y)=f(y) almost everywhere, lSpS<x>,

(e) \\supr<ig(r,y)\\pSAp\\f\\p,l<pS*>.

By (4.5), K(r, y, z) is less than a constant times the function L in Lemma 5. Part (a)

then follows immediately from Corollary 2. The rest of the proof is the same as that

for Theorem 2 with (4.8) used instead of (3.7). S in this case is the space of contin-

uous functions with compact support on (0, co). Again, given an/e S and an e>0,

K(r, y, z) converges uniformly to 0 as r -> 1 " for | y—z| > e and z in the support

off. This is proved by showing the fact for H; the exponential part of H is the same

as the exponential part of F with all the variables replaced by their square roots.

To obtain the alternate Poisson integral define

(4.21) U(x, r) = T(x/V2, r)

where Fis the function defined in (3.10). Then (3.9) becomes

(4.22) f  U(x, r)rn dr = exp (- ^/nx).

Since/(x, y) is supposed to have the expansion 2 o.n exp (—\/nx)L%(x),f(x, y) will

be defined by

(4.23) f(x, y) = £ U(x, r)g(r, y) dr = £°(£ U(x, r)K(r, y, z) <fr)/(z)e-*« dz

for x > 0. As in the Hermite case f(x, y) is defined for almost every y provided

feL\e-yy*).
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Corollary 4. Iff(y) has Laguerre expansion J,anL%(y), then for each x>0,

f(x, y) has the Laguerre expansion 2 exp (— y/nx)anLl(y). Iff(y) is in L2(e~yya),

then 2 exp ( — \/nx)anLn(y) converges absolutely to f(x, y) for almost every y. The

conclusions of Theorem 3 are valid ifg(r, y) is replaced byf(x, y),r^-l~byx^-0+

and0 ^ z- < 1 Ay x > 0. Furthermore,fu(x,y)+yf22(x,y) + (a +1 -y)f2(x, v)=0.

The proof is the same as the proof of Corollary 3.
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